These 9/11 Grand Jury Exhibits and more – never seen in any court of Justice -- will be displayed in Truth Booths across the U.S. in August ramping up for the 20th remembrance.
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Successful booth preparation…is as much about building interpersonal bonds as it is about a team’s willingness to try preparing everything TAP makes available for each group’s debut. A Spirit of cooperation comes to life as the booth gets closer to completion. When this happens, serendipity increases and now post-covid, we rise together!

Your group getting their feet wet together – and at this momentous time! When each task is completed, you get closer. Grateful for each other’s gifts and talents, we find ways to work faster, smarter, in sync and on time! And when you help create space for personal growth and group progression, it’s time to recognize yourself as a leader.

As Truth Action Project (TAP) Truth Boothers, we are fulfilling our civic duty to defend the Constitution and by implication, each other! Informing local residents and public officials that truth and justice are not gimmicks, but a common sense attitude for the common good. We are Civics 101 and 201 at the grassroots – going nationwide.

(NOTE: If anyone starts talking politics, we say something like: “TAP IS NOT political. You can be affiliated with ANY party or none at all.” RULE OF THUMB: Whenever you express your opinion on a topic that TAP does not deal with, or, TAP’s view is contrary to ours, then I portray that this is my opinion -- not TAP’s. And if I don’t know, I just say so.

Truth Booth’s center of gravity is the grand jury exhibits. Even if this info astonishes and makes people sick, anger wells up about the atrocities of 9/11, the fake War On Terror, losing our constitutional -- our human rights and protections; folks either run away scared doing nothing, or some gradually give in to deeper sensibilities.

Truth Booths have “columns.” Making them starts with popping two (2) new holes along the bottom of clear sheet protectors. Each new, bottom-of-page hole will have two mini S-hooks hanging down to the two old holes on the top of the next sheet below, to create a 3- or 4-sheet column. Each insert is heavy paper stock, portrait 11h(x)8.5w.

(OPTION: TAP will do this to 75 sheets for $32). We recommend applying hole reinforcements. A 200-pack is $6.

We are doing this kinda kooky punch-hole exercise because vertical sheet protectors with holes top and bottom don’t exist (unless you order 10,000++). 3-ring binders dominate, with holes on the left along the spine. Other production line variations do exist, but not the one we need.

So, we’ll poke the holes ourselves. It’s simple. Follow the next pages and you’ll have holier sheets that shine! If you and yours don’t want to do it or don’t have enough time, as mentioned above, TAP will do the job for $32.
Truth Booth Operator’s Guide

To-do’s and supplies

Truth Boothers use this guide because its abundant details are clustered as To-do and To-get/buy lists. Teams, squads, crews or buddies (2), volunteers take charge by taking ownership of their to-do’s. We truth finders need a place to find each other and booths exist to do exactly that. When Truth Action Groups (TAGs) get together, this guide lays out the tasks and how they are done. Booth building aside...

STANDARD ISSUES & CONSIDERATIONS

- Register, notify, do paperwork, pay fees, cover the bases. The county sheriff, fire department, local police and the mayor, or whoever is in charge of the nearest farmers market and other top venues; lastly, public officials. Go for in-person face time to ask if they can help you locate whoever it is you’re supposed to talk to.
- Make sure asking for donations is allowed. This could add a wrinkle in some locales. Ask if there are any discounts or other perks for non-profits.
- Location. Will your 10’ x 10’ Truth Booth fit into the provided area? Is the ground level? Do you need access to power? Is there a bathroom nearby?
- Will everything fit in available vehicle(s) in one trip? Who could help you set up and break down? You also want a sub who like you, can navigate 9/11 issues.
- Physical “run-through”: if there’s one thing TAP would enforce if we could -- but we won’t -- is to physically put everything together in the yard, a park, or preferably the actual location a week or two before each booth’s debut.
- Host a Sneak Preview, “Peek-a-Booth Party.” Invite friends and TF (truth friendly) contacts to see your booth. Make it festive or as a social occasion.

One way to see Truth Booths is there’s too much work to do before the first event. If by yourself, right you’d be! Yet since you need to have enough Team members (3+) to qualify anyway, the normal challenge of finding something for them to do goes away. When the booth goes up, you’ll have momentum because your team(s) has already had a few wins by working together.

Team Activity 1: Prepare Exhibits & Displays

Host a meeting to prep Grand Jury exhibits and other 9/11 displays and discuss their meaning. Vertical columns of clear sheets are hung from pvc pipes, which hang from overhead tent framing. Columns up to 4 sheets tall use 1 mini-S-hook per hole, 4/sheet. The top of columns can use bent-back, large paper clips wrapped or hooked onto pvc or copper pipes.

Materials/Tools shopping list

- 2 nails (1”-- 2", 2-3-4 D) plus 2 paper clamps......................
- -- 30 (bent open) Large paper clips 2-3” between pipe & top page
- -- 200 Mini S hooks (0.68” -- 0.87”)** between the column sheets
- 200 hole reinforcement:
- Single-hole punch..............
- -- Pliers to pinch S-hooks as needed
- Approx. 40 inches of pipe cleaner (12 spots x 3”) to wrap around pipes between two columns so the columns don’t slide back and forth too much.
- 150 sheets of 8-1/2 x 11 Cardstock (67-110 lb.) is far easier to handle, insert & tear-down/put away. Heavy stock helps keep sheets and covers flat.

**The flexibility of 2 linked S-hooks makes it easy to stack the columns in the sack for storage.

CONTINUES ON PAGE 13
OPTION
Do-it-yourself from pp. 6-8, save $32.

Adding 2 holes along the bottom

2 simple objectives

1) Add 2 holes at the bottom of the clear sheet protectors.

WHY?
Because vertical/portrait sheets with holes Top AND Bottom DO NOT EXIST.
(custom order would be 10,000+ sheets)
One more reason Truth Booths could rapidly gain public notice -- nobody else does this!

2) S-Hooks (1 per hole = 2 at each connection) S-hooks link pages one above the other to hang as columns, from horizontal pvc pipes. Those column holding pipes get suspended with wire up to and around the tent frame members.
2. Mark where the (2) new holes will go.

3. Each hole’s center is where 1/4" intersects with 1-1/2" from outside left and outside right. NOTE: it’s probably a good idea to check the two holes on top of the sheet to be sure they line up with the holes you are about to create.

OPTION
Do-it-yourself from pp. 6-8, save $32
OPTION
Do-it-yourself from pp. 6-8, save $32

1. Be sure the sheets are perfectly stacked so the edges and corners are all evened-up.

4.**
- Factory-supplied holes top of page
- The Packet of sheet protectors remains unopened.

5. Pound nails through the two spots opposite the two pre-punched holes at the top.
6. Release the clamps, open the packet, punch holes over center of nail marks.

OPTION
Do-it-yourself from pp. 6-8, save $32
7. Apply reinforcements over the 2 holes (back and front is best). Pound a hammer on the white circle to give an optimum seal.
USE PIPE CLEANERS

Wire is duct taped to prevent sliding down angled frame members.

Wrap smoker’s pipe cleaners around pvc pipes, in between each column, to keep them aligned.

Large paper clips

...or larger S-hooks

Mini S-hooks, 0.65” to 0.87”
When the heart of a kind man taps Imagination...

ONLY Good comes into Realization...

So Sunny, I know for you (and Brian), when your booth is up you will attract lots of support and plenty enough "WOW (I Am AWAKE Now)!" moments to keep you even busier than you already are.

Feel your magnetism!

Booth On!

You can carry all covered document columns in one shopping bag.
When a kind heart taps the mind...

Great Good comes into Realization...

When your booth is up you will attract lots of support and plenty of action to keep you and your crew even busier than before.

So, delegate.

And know our mission matters more than we can imagine...

Booth-Up!

Let’s all have a well bannered show out there!

NEXT -- PREPARING BANNERS
**Indicates change/update or new since previous version**

**Team Activity 3 -- Banners**
- **About 12 feet of rope fitting through the grommet holes (4) in your Bldg. 7 banner’s corners**
- DIY Grommet Kit – Bldg. 7, 2.5- x 8-foot yellow banner
- Gorilla FABRIC Glue. Apply as directed! Sets in 10 minutes. For strong Velcro backer bond to canopy’s polyester fabric.

**MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS**
- Benches are IDEAL: (3) picnic table bench/chairs for ea. side + back under Bldg 7 (seating for 5-10)
- Rope across the sides and back (5 or 6) 12-13 foot length to give visitors a better sense of being inside
- “WELCOME” mat or signage overhead at entrance
- TABLE 2’ x 4’ up to 3’ x 5’
- Clipboards and pens (for boother to document & public to fill out things like petitions)
- A/V equipment: batteries (perhaps of different types for computer/cell-phone/ipad etc.), protective cases, anti-theft:
  - Attach equipment for public viewing to table like they do in stores
  - Most "devices" these days have some sort of anti-theft software built in, so all you have to do is have an account and turn it on.
- Laptops are questionable (heat, rain, theft). For running video, you could procure a "refurbished" or old beaten up product from ebay for cheaper ($50 to $100). All you really need is a screen and enough computer to run a video over and over again.

**TO PREVENT TRIPPING OVER THE TWO FRONT POLES’ STRAPS...**
- Ribbons or bright strips of any fabric like ribbons... Tie them tightly on/around the straps from corner pole to stake.
- Make “ankle weights” for the two front poles, using four (2.5-gal. to 5-gal.) bags 2/3 full for smaller bags of sand/dirt (if plastic bags then no sharp stones, sticks, etc.). Take two dirt-/sand-full (½ -2/3) bags, tie each top, then tie the two together. Then wrap them around the tent pole in opposite directions until they snuggle into each other. The last step is using rope or bungee cords to firm up/ wrap/snug around the poles. [If the weather forecast says only light breezes or less, then skip ankle weights. BUT if a storm kicks up, be sure to have your other 2 stakes.] SUGGEST always using the 2 other provided stakes for the (2) back poles (ropes with ribbons).
On the canopy

GROUP ACTION 3

BANNER
PREP
Banner application to "Denier" polyester

2019 was our first encounter with a good quality (600-gauge) polyester called Denier, a common tent material. During tear-down a few canopies lost some of their Velcro strips because the adhesive sticks better to the vinyl banners. A stronger bond to the canopy was/is needed. Who knew?

Hence, Gorilla. We have not seen slippage since then and trust we will not again!

(front and center)

DIRECTIONS

1. Cut the lengths of each Velcro piece as shown for each banner (example, the 1x10: ½”- 3, ¾”- 6, 1”- 2). Apply the adhesive strips per provided mapping to all banners (exception: Bldg 7 using grommets.)
2. After the banners are done, on a large clean surface, lay the canopy down and flatten the section where you will put the banner.
3. Lay the banner alongside the valance flap.
4. Take your 1-inch brush and swipe a light amount of bright colored powder (flour, starch, chalk) across each Velcro piece you applied to the vinyl banners.
5. Lift the banner at both ends simultaneously, take a step sideways away from the canopy. Keeping it taught/flat, turn the banner over and let excess powder out, but don’t shake it – and lose too much of it. Then place it directly over the blank, outside up, valance. Clip or tape (masking type) the two together so they don’t move. Then lightly, briefly, pat down the banner. Lift it off the valance at the same time. Your markings should be the same as mapped.
6. Mark the rectangles’ borders w chalk or crayon. Take your Velcro pieces and with each, after peeling away the adhesive put a MAXimum of one drop of Gorilla Fabric glue per square inch. YES, that means for the ½” and ¾” pieces, use less. It takes 5 minutes to set, so if you blob on too much, removing some from the surface (with toothpick) isn’t a problem -- unlike super glue -- there’s enough time to make adjustments.

An shortcut to white powder markings seen to the right uses white or yellow crayons.

1. Take a Velcro’d banner and lay it over the flattened canopy. Clamp them together.
2. Slowly roll up the banner. As each spot shows up, stop to mark up the canopy.
3. If this is done with all the banners, odds are small mistakes will occur where the vinyl to Velcro patches don’t all match 100% on every spot every time. It’s up to each group to proceed according to available time vs. quality control.
Velcro strips totals and Banner Kits
All banner prices include Velcro & Shipping

5 doves on 4 sq.-ft. banners

Velcro strips totals and Banner Kits as of 9/11 Grand Jury Exhibits Here

(2) 5.5 ft. side valance banners

Velcro Inches  | Banner Description
---------------|-------------------
12             | ☑ TB Round Logo OR
16             | ☑ Squared-off corners
13             | ☑ 1 x 10 front valance
20             | ☑ 5 on 4 doves
(+ 22)         | ☑ Grand Jury 5.5
67             | ☑ Bldg. 7 (N/A w/grommets)
(+ 12)         | ☑ WTC + Anthrax Attacks
79             | Grand Jury

TRUTH DEMANDS ACTION!
OPTION: With a black canopy and a black vinyl on it, after some years the sun might bleach out black to dark grey. Cutting off the black corners around the oval could work. Just don’t forget – the outside perimeter needs a hem.
Why Truth Booths? Why are we setting up Grand Jury Summary Exhibits & related Displays?

The founders knew the time would come when the three federal branches would not represent the citizenry. The Bill of Rights was drafted mainly to protect the individual from unequal treatment by the judiciary, and the 5th Amendment calls for “a Grand Jury” to conduct legal proceedings and investigate potential (capital) crimes. Because the mainstream Mockingbird Media (MSM) has ignored unprecedented legal actions taken by The Lawyers Committee for 9/11 Inquiry (LC): Who then, will acknowledge this mountain of evidence that federal agencies refused to look at? The average MSM-fed American knows little to nothing about any of this.

9/11 censorship and related editorial controls forced our hand to show a subset of 60 long-ignored exhibits for The People to see. Learning about this evidence is hard to stomach, especially for military and law enforcement.

Why can’t you see, Sirs, how far astray we are from what America was envisioned to be?

WHEN WILL WE THE PEOPLE HAVE OUR DAY IN COURT?! THIS EVIDENCE MUST BE INVESTIGATED BY A GRAND JURY!
For the Building 7 banner, choose grommets or Velcro + Gorilla Fabric glue.
(glue spots below)

This surface is the inside rear flap, or valance, where WTC 7 banner adheres with Velcro. Use Gorilla Fabric glue for Velcro BACKER ONLY (NOTE: 1 drop per sq. inch only!).

Why Did a 3rd High-rise Collapse on 9/11?

- **NO AIRPLANE** hit 47-story WTC Building 7
- Why was #7 destroyed & covered up?

Reports to Congress completely omitted WTC 7’s destruction. Gov’t investigating agency, NIST, found no trace of explosives, saying:

“We didn’t look for explosives because that’s not what happened.”

**HOW COULD THEY KNOW – WITHOUT EVER LOOKING!!!**

The Lawyers Committee for 9/11 Inquiry has asked a federal court to order the U. S. Dept. of Justice to initiate a Grand Jury investigation of this building’s destruction.
Bothers can use either grommets or continue with Velcro + Gorilla Fabric glue.

When government fears the people there is liberty.
When the people fear the government there is tyranny.

– Thomas Jefferson

Why Did a 3rd High-rise Collapse on 9/11?

- NO AIRPLANE hit 47-story WTC Building 7
- Why was #7 destroyed & covered up?

Reports to Congress completely omitted WTC 7’s destruction. Gov’t investigating agency, NIST, found no trace of explosives, saying:

“We didn’t look for explosives because that’s not what happened.”

HOW COULD THEY KNOW – WITHOUT EVER LOOKING!!!

The Lawyers Committee for 9/11 Inquiry has asked a federal court to order the U.S. Dept. of Justice to initiate a Grand Jury investigation of this building’s destruction.
THE CHOICE IS YOURS...Select either Truth Booth logo “Stonehenge” or “Gold Ring”

Keep the front open and relocate the literature table toward the back. Face posters and 3-column displays outward to attract onlookers. They might also feel interested in shelter after lingering awhile reading ‘outside.’
TABLING A BOOTH

You will want a minimum of two people (three is ideal). One person can staff the table (near the exit) and help with literature handout, petition signing, TAP member sign-ups & donations. The other(s) can stay nearby, and let passers-by approach on their own. Some are nervous at first. Look for signs they need help or want to talk. Lead with a question, “Hi, my name’s Arlo. I wasn’t sure but it looked like you had a question, or am I just another wanna-be psychic?”

Split tabling into shifts so volunteers can take breaks.

In preparing for your table display, first decide on your message. Is it “Sign the Grand Jury petition,” or “Sign up for the new TAP and 911TAP newsletter”? Offer BOTH! This allows you to be efficient and keeps the public interested and engaged. A small percentage of people will want to know more and will engage you in lengthy conversation. That’s when a 3rd volunteer is helpful!

Set a goal for your tabling effort. How many signed TAP and/or LC Special Grand Jury petitions are you hoping to gather? How many new members do you want to sign up?

What to Bring: A Handy Tabling Checklist

- Table (1 or 2 folding tables) are best and chairs and/or bench(es).
- Table cloth or other attractive covering
- Literature. Plan literature based on your Truth Booth goal(s). 911 TAP Literature is here. https://www.911tap.org/publications/publicly-available-documents/shared-documents/paperweights (e.g. finished stone), binder clips or bungee cords stretched across a table to hold down materials to prevent them from flying away (Rubber-bands make it hard for people to pick up paper.).
- Action item so people get to experience taking action in the moment: newsletter signup, petitions, TAP/LC questionaires, etc.
- Items for donations or give-away [ad specialties include magnets, (bumper) stickers, pens, apparel, mugs, etc.].
- Clipboards with pens attached with string or rubber bands
- Donation jar -- start with a few single dollar bills and one-two-three larger bills.

- Set cell phones for electronic signatures, QR codes...bookmark: https://www.911tap.org/join-us/sign-the-petition/
- Grand Jury Petition https://LCfor911.org/sign-the-grand-jury-petition/
- To Volunteer: https://www.911tap.org/join-us/petition-survey

Preparing Volunteers

Preparing volunteers helps alot, especially if tabling is new. Make sure they know the basics of the Lawyers Cmte. and TAP, and literature. Email the ones you want to show/give out beforehand.

Consider role-playing with new volunteers. Pretend to be a passer-by and let them practice what they might say and how to answer one or two questions.

NOTE re Meeting the public

We suggest a "hands off" approach because for many, the last thing they want when dealing with their emotions is to feel put upon. Visitors can feel free to wander in and out, while Boothers look on nearby. It’s fine to offer help to people who appear to need it, or who show enthusiasm or foreknowledge. When a head pops up or a hand waves for help, go enjoy yourself. No one has complained about a booth’s presence: on the contrary! From Left, Right and Center, folks will thank you and mean it!

Occasionally we encounter someone who wants to debate or argue. Don’t. A loud conversation keeps interested people away. Respect someone’s opinion and be polite, but use your time efficiently; spend it with people who want to take action or whose heart-mindedness is open enough to be awakened.

After CV19, we expect more acceptance than at any other time since the attacks. After a year in (relative) isolation -- people seem ready to talk about most anything to do with conspiracies. Talking about 9/11 is easier than ever.

Questions? E-: TRUTHBOOTH@911TAP.ORG

911TAP is a project of Truth Outreach, Inc.. All rights reserved.